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steady effort by arranging to work against time and,
possibly, when it is one of the pieces of drudgery that every
project entails, there may be something to be said for the
plan. The justification seems to be that it works. But in
the long run, if the reader is young enough to mould his
will to the shape of his ideals, I think he will find that such
an arrangement as will enable him to see an end to his task
and yet not have the final rush, will be less exhausting and
more satisfying. To an examiner there is real satisfaction
in seeing a pile of scripts grow gradually less, and the joy
when one succeeds in doing one or two more than the daily
tale is one of the compensations for a dull job.
Thus, it seems to me, one trains the will suitably for the
purpose in hand and many such opportunities occur in
the life of the average person with averagely good standards.
To take one's responsibilities as they come without any
undue complaint; to organize one's life—which being
interpreted generally means to forgo some more pleasurable
occupation—in order to deal effectively with them; both
necessities generally demand sufficient training to justify
the omission of a formal type. And hence, as in nearly
all cases, the training of will leads us directly back to the
strength of our ideals and standards.
Hesitation
Here we have an attitude of mind that can be good or
bad and that will need a fuller discussion in the following
section. When a child hesitates before he carries out the
command of fear or curiosity we see the attitude in its
simplest form and clearly it had in more primitive times,
and has still, a survival value.
As we shall see later, one of the most necessary sides of
moral training is to train children and impulsive folk to
leave a gap between stimulus and action in order that
they may have an opportunity of considering the best
means and the probable results of the action. Yet ' he

